
With the theme "Health for the 3rd Millennium" the 8th British

Congress on Medicine and Spirituality took place online on

Saturday 22 May 2021 - the anniversary of the birth of the great

Spiritualist and author Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

The Congress was the result of fraternal collaboration between

the British Spiritist Medical Association, the British Union of

Spiritist Societies, Kardec Radio and the Spiritist Academy

videos. These Congresses were launched in 2007 and take place

every two years. Speakers at this year’s Congress included Dr

Peter Fenwick, Ms Elsa Rossi, Dr Sonia Doi, Dr Tania Stevanin, Dr

Alexander Moreira Almeida, Dr Vanessa Anseloni and Dr Natalie

Tobert.

This year’s Congress attracted some 700 people who watched

the event online from across the world: Belgium, Brazil, Canada,

El Salvador, Germany, Guatemala, Ireland, Lithuania, the

Netherlands, Northern Cyprus, Romania, South Africa, Sweden,

Switzerland, the UK, Uruguay and the USA - and probably other

countries too, which we were unable to identify online.

In interludes between the talks we were blessed by brilliant

musical performances from five musicians, from Germany,

Canada and Brazil: Anatasha Meckenna, Lucas da Paz, Mauricio

Virgens, Moacyr Camargo, Lúcia Miluzzi and Publio Lenthos. 
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Planetary Transition is a wonderful book about how the spirit

world is planning Earth's transition to a more advanced

planet where hate, envy, and wars are no longer known. 

The book was dictated to Divaldo Franco (the famous

medium from Brazil) by the spirit Manoel Philomeno de

Miranda. Manoel’s spirit begins the book from his celestial

city above Brazil and tells how he, and other spirits, came to

help during the Tsunami of 2004. 

It is fascinating and well worth reading for anyone who is

interested in how the spirit realm loves and cares for us. It

shows that we are immortal souls who live life after life,

always striving to do better after each life - to live

according to love, charity and fraternity.

We are on the threshold of the great transition, when our

planet will go from being a world of trials and expiation to

being a world of regeneration. This transition has been part

of the heavenly plan for a long time and it will not occur

overnight, as if by magic, but as a slow gradual and timely

transformation.

Natural tragedies, such as the Indian Ocean tsunami in

2004 – the subject considered in this book – are part of this

process. They aim to make humankind progress more quickly

by expunging criminal spirits – those spirits unamenable to

order and to the moral and spiritual evolution which can no

longer be delayed. Those spirits will spend time in other

worlds, learning the laws of love and goodness until they are

fit to return to our planet and so make their contribution to

the progress of humankind.

In this extraordinary book readers will learn about the

mechanisms and reasons for the planetary transition which

generates pressing and necessary changes that promote

respect for laws, ethics and nature. These changes

transform men and women into complete beings who are

conscious of their duties to God, themselves and others.

Planetary Transition is available at Amazon and Leal

Publisher.

Editorial
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Two months before his 100th

birthday, His Royal Highness Prince

Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, the

husband of Her Majesty Queen

Elizabeth II, left the physical plane.

They were days of sadness but also

of good memories, as he was very

dedicated to young people, sport

and business innovation while

incarnated. He always had a look at

education, always seeking to

support charity initiatives linked to

young people, including

establishing the Duke of Edinburgh’s

Award.

BUSS, together with its member

groups, paid tribute of gratitude to

His Royal Highness for his dedicated

accomplishments. May he continue

his task in the highest spheres.

Spiritism is like the wind and it blows everywhere at any time. There are thus

many fellow workers continuing to develop Spiritist studies in several

languages and cultures. We respect their ways with no imposition, in

accordance the universal code of Moral Teachings that is for all humankind.

Arabic - Spiritism YouTube has an introduction to Spiritism in Arabic. Please

let your interested Arabic friends know about it - with discretion!

https://youtu.be/MO-53ju3fKM

Japanese -Recently Brazilian Spiritist Radio gave space to our dear friend

from Japan, Tomoh Sumi, to share amazing Spiritist studies in the Japanese

language. Tomoh has been translating so many books into Japanese,

including books by Kardec, Chico Xavier and many others.

https://youtu.be/kusQeyoFOmY
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YouTube channel in Arabic and 
Japanese for Spiritist Studies

Another translation

of The Spirits' Book 

in the list of 28 

languages - Hebrew,

translated in Israel.

https://bussuk.webs.com/HEBREW%20-%20The%20Spirits_Book_Final_Version.pdf
https://youtu.be/MO-53ju3fKM
https://youtu.be/kusQeyoFOmY


2021 - Year of Léon Denis  
This series was launched on BUSSAUDIOVISUALS YouTube

channel hosted by UK, Ireland, France, Lithuania, and there

are currently 8 past episodes available to watch. Also, future

episodes of Spiritual Light can be viewed every Wednesday

at 9pm, UK Time.

Kardec Group (Spiritist Society of Windsor

and Maidenhead, and Spiritist Society of

Bicester) launched their podcast

Insightfully Speaking in March, where Adam

Osborne, Anne Sinclair and Humberto

Schubert are joined each episode by two

guests, as they talk about news, events,

and interesting subjects from within a

Spiritist perspective.

The first episode was with Charles Kempf

(France) and Dan Assisi (America), talking

about the Covid pandemic, life on Mars

and Captain Sir Tom Moore.

The second episode had Natasha Aragão (Oxford) and Stevan Bertozzo (Ireland) as guests,

talking about the spring festivals, ecology, digital materialism and John Polkinghorne.

The third episode was with Danusa Rangel (London) and Fred Gouveia (America), where they

talked about George Floyd and Black Lives Matter, racism and diversity.
 

All episodes are available to watch on YouTube, as well as to listen as audio via most podcast

services. Links and details for all episodes are on the Kardec Group website:

https://www.kardec.org.uk/insightfully-speaking
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During the Covid pandemic, community organisations such as these have faced unforeseen

struggles, in addition to those they would normally face on a daily basis, to find the resources

required to help provide food baskets, clothing, social support, educational activities and

everything else that they are dedicated to.

At the start of the pandemic, Kardec Group was actively fundraising for Grupo Espírita Scheilla,

and then expanded the campaign to also support Instituto Multi Irão in November.

 

Spiritism teaches us the importance of helping and supporting others. As it is not possible to

physically be in Brazil to support these groups, regular donations are being collected, and shared

equally between these organisations.

 

Kardec Group would like to thank all those who donated to this campaign so far, however, would

like to ask for continual support so that it is possible to carry on helping our friends who work

tirelessly every day to support hundreds of families in poor communities.

 

More details about this campaign, including how to donate via Kardec Group, can be found at:

https://www.kardec.org.uk/highfive

The High Five charity campaign was launched in

November, during Kardec Group’s SPIRITISMx2020

event. This campaign is to raise funds for Spiritist-led

non-profit organisations in Brazil who are dedicated to

working with their local poor communities: Grupo

Espírita Scheilla in Mussurunga, Salvador, Bahia – run

by Florencio Anton, and Instituto Muilti Irão in

Uberaba, Curitiba, Parana – run by Daniel Rossi.

News from the UK Spiritist Groups

Kardec Group High Five
Fundraising Campaign

It is from small STUDY GROUPS that groups of people

grow, gain the 'know how' and become ready and willing

to eventually open a SPIRITIST CENTRE.  Please see our

wonderful booklet prepared by Janet Duncan that offers

guidance to those of our workers who want to form a

Spiritist Study Group.
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The Spiritist Society of London SSL

returned on Thursday 20 May to a

physical meeting but with limitation on

numbers. SSL also offers online studies

on Tuesdays at 7pm for people unable

to attend the meeting in person.

Spiritist Society of

Bournemouth and Poole

Christian Spiritualist

Church organise LIVE

studies each fortnight in

English, on Psychology and

Spirituality. Please visit

their Facebook page.

Although physical meetings have paused due to the UK’s rules during lockdown, 

the majority of the UK Spiritist Groups are now offering Spiritist studies online.

 

BUSS has new volunteers for Children, Youth Spiritist Education Department: 

Andre Luiz Pirola, Fernanda Perini and Luciana Moura. 

Contact:- education@buss.org.uk

 https://www.facebook.com/BournemouthKardec

News from the UK Spiritist Groups
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BUSS will hold the event

Understanding why life is

always worth it in

September. Join us on 11th

September: BUSS 

News & Updates
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Spiritual Light

episodes

continues,

hosted by FR,

IR, LT, UK 

Spiritist Virtual

Gallery 

Our dear friend and

BUSS volunteer,

Antonio Rodrigues, has

drawn 17 illustrious

Spiritist workers and

authors that will be

available soon on the

BUSS Virtual Gallery 



This is the story of an unusual relationship between

the woman who calls herself ‘Marine Waterloo’ and

Father ‘Jonathan’, the priest who befriended her at

their Catholic boarding school in the state of Minas

Gerais. They kept in touch after Marine left school,

married and raised a family. Following the birth of her

second son, Marine was presented with compelling

evidence that the boy had memories of incidents that

had not taken place in his short lifetime, and of which

he could have learned nothing by any normal means.

This case, which is strongly suggestive of

reincarnation, came to the attention of the pioneer of

Brazilian psychical research, Hernani Guimarães

Andrade, who promptly carried out a thorough

investigation, with the full cooperation of Dona

Marine, who proved to be an ideal witness.

TThe result is an account of one of the most convincing cases of its kind on record. Andrade

examines all possible explanations for it – cryptomnesia, genetic memory, telepathy, mediumship,

deliberate fraud and reincarnation. Only the last of these, he argues, best accounts for the facts.

Reborn for Love, although of considerable scientific interest, is no dry academic thesis. It could be called a

spiritual love story – an account of how a relationship can endure from one lifetime to another. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B092DPBGFW 

Latest News - Book Launch: eBooks
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The Orchard House is a delightful story of discovery, compassion and cooperation. Children will

follow the steps of the three siblings — Charles, Claudia and Mirelle, their parents — Mary and Mr.

John, followed by their pet dog Lily. On a sunny day, exploring the new neighbourhood, the family

spotted a strange place: a neglected old house on the crest of a low hill. Beyond grey thick walls,

however, a new aspect of life brought significant changes to Mr.John's routine and ultimately

transformed an entire community.

This book invites the readers to reflect on the value of empathy and on how simple moments may

reveal tokens of profound spirituality and ethical values which build peaceful and friendly

relationships. 

The Orchard House eBook - on Amazon - https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09298PBTH

Soon: My First Teddy Bear, a beautiful story helping children cope with the death of a beloved

one by Elsa Rossi

Ready to watch separately. Lectures from our Congress 22nd May 2021. BSMA & BUSS.

Dr Sonia Doi - Introduction to the International Spiritist Medical Organisation

https://youtu.be/HPzu2bN2HD4

Dr Peter Fenwick - The need for Spirituality in Reductionist Science Medicine

https://youtu.be/XW6t8Yu5Weg

Dr Tania Stevanin - How to deal with Mediumship within a UK Clinical Context

https://youtu.be/n0YrFC4ntlc

Dr Tania Stevanin - Q&A on Mediumship within a UK Clinical Context

https://youtu.be/sPzURuDfQiw

Dr Vanessa Anseloni - The Neurophysiology of Mediumship

https://youtu.be/Bi_AEK9mK7A

Dr Alexander Almeida - Bio psycho socio spiritual approach in clinical practice

https://youtu.be/JQQ3Lc1Z958

Dr Natalie Tobert - Spiritist Assumptions of Virus in Different Cultures

https://youtu.be/Nv-0-ltchRM

Closing & Final Words - The 8th British Congress on Medicine and Spirituality

https://youtu.be/dxzV2rp1bVs
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More about 8th British Congress on
Medicine & Spirituality 

The full Congress proceedings are available to view on You Tube.

www.medspiritcongress.org

www.fb.com/BritishSpiritistMedicalAssociation
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